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A program designed to give adults an opportunity to

secure college credit by examination this describes cue at the

aior purposes of the College Level Examination Program, it was

launched in 1965 by the College Entrance xamination Board with

cooperation from the Educational Testing Service, which had devel-

oped the examinations frirmerly called the College Cepreheosive

Tests, now a substantial part of CLEF. Itature individuals ,,:ho

take the tests can thereby demonstraLe the academic value of life

experience and of the informal, non-traditional education they have

had since their last exposure to the classroom.

Norms For the CLEI' General Examinations have already

been established at the college freshman, sophc -ore, end senior

levels, using students enrolled in regular classes on a nurber of

eal,poses in all parts of the Vnited Stf.tes. The General Examina-

:ions have also been used to a extent in business and

industry, where men were tested with a view to deter ining

O
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prenotability and facilitating their advancement to manage. .eut

levels. A few universities have used the tests in couriseling

adults and have pioneered in allowing credit in individual in-

st;ilice:i oi -opertor test performance.

STATEMENT OF TIE PRO3LEN

A gap remains, however: To date masses of data arc lack-

ing to show whether adults in the general population -- particularly

women -- can perform acceptably on such examinations. Adult iron

composed the USAF' population who took the CLEP tests, but no ss-

tematic attempt has so far been made to assess the perfou..ance of

mature women.

Certain questions have arisen. Would it hi useful to to

Pare a woman's scores with those of her peers, particularly for

guidance and screening in educational and work situations? 'lumt

would he the test performance level and range of adult women, as

compared with the college students of the CLEF' norm ta'lles? Would
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age be a significant factor in determining performance? What about

length of time elapsed since an individual's last formal classroom

experience? What about educational level, as well as the effect of

various kinds of informal, non-credit educational experience? Would

a person's reasons for seeking to continue her education bear a

significant relationship to s.r performance on the CLEP examina-

tions? Would work experience be a factor?

METHOD

In an attempt to seek answers to these and related ques-

tions and to establish normative data for adult women, arrangement:;

were made to administer certain of the General Examinations to 31.9

women in Missouri, some from the metropolitan St. Louis area, and

sore iron the '':'ore rural setting of nine counties in the northern

part of the State. The saTle was selected from wcu7en who had pre-

ious): indicated in ;o,le fasl,iku, an itervst in contirulg their

education, All were high school graduates and at least 2'1 yoai:,



old; there was no cegig on either educn!ional le,./e] or n (

St. Louis grolip was recrLitcd frorl 7J0

1. 1966 and J0 r1 v 1, 1967, had made seine Icird

' if H i,,,J;:ldH its 1-01113.11,.1171g 1.61, ot: ion for

(L.n.,;iofl Division of the Universit:: of Nissoiri - St. Louis.

who received inforration and an invitation to participate "ar

interest.ing intellectual experience," 260 returned postcards

indicating tic,ir interest.

30

One hundred and eleven woncn reported for the first ses-

sion; 37 others, rost of whom were employed, came on a Saturday.

Two Extension Division secretaries and a transfer student, who de-

spaired of getting the University to accept her 9-year old credits,

rol,ncled out the "urban" sanple of 131 WOT,Ofl.

One hundred sixty-eight wo,en fro , nine counties' in C,e

Green !1i1):: ,.'d-ea of .7orthera Missouri participated in testing ses-

sions held in four population cenlers2 of the region cli,riog Jal:rr



1968. Under the direction of Home EconoNists in County 1:xtension

Offices, an announcement of the testing sessions was ,ent to l',51

women ycnr carlicr had detailed questionnaire

sponsored by University-Wide Extension, Inquiring ahoLl their

Literest in continuing education. Two hundred of thn 1551 indiriated

interest in the CLEP testing program.

The nine Green Hills counties had been selected in 1965

by University-Wide 7 ens ion for a survey of women's interest in

continuing education because County Extension personnel in the area

had expreGFed a desire to develop new program dire:tions for women.

Data from the study were expected to provide a basis for effective

use of the resources of the University.

Opportunities for college-level instruction are limited

in the Green Hills Area There is a junior college in Trenton, hit

the nearest 4-year, dpgree-granting instilutions3 are located t,0 or

70 niles from the horres of the women in this study. Credit courses

6



arc availahle through Universit,: Extension, but the arc, crnIti,

figures and tiol. purl 01 I_ ; hl

weather and road conditions.

LL 319 I%'11:11.:;

r'ackgrov.nd information ahout ti,e 319 partiHpants we col-

lected roans of a personal data sheet, completed by each wo,iu,

at the beginning of the testing session. Analysis of this iafor is

night suggest which factors, if any, are related to successful

performance on the examinations. Questionnaire items related to

age, family situation, previous educational experience, e,ployrent

status, and motivation for seeking further edt,cation.

AGE

The 319 women ranged in age fro-1 25 to 73, with a lie

age of 41.5. The St. Louis group was soewhat younger with a

median age of 39.5, compared with 42 for tl creel Ems yo ,,q.

the oldest participant in the St. gro,,p was ()h, yhiic !he
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Creen Eills group included one woroan 69, another 70, al]d two a,;(d

I 1.,5

Th.7s 309 women reported a total of fl'49 children, or ail Tierage of

2.93 children per woman, ranging in age from 5 months to 39 yoar.:.

The greatest nunbet of children (2871 were in the 5 to 9 bracket.

least two of the women were pregnant at the time they took in

examinations.

EDUCAT1MAL LEVEL

All women who participated in the examination were re-

quired to he high school graduates, but no ceiling was established

for educa'cional level, which then 11ecr, e a factor in the wo-en'

ability to perform. On lie basis of the explanation given in tho

invitation, it was presumed that the project would have the great-

est appeal to those who had little or no college work.
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response showed that this was indeed the case. Nearly 70/, (221) oi

the total group reported completion of no Lore than lwo yea-rs of

college In rho Ft. Tcuic the larE,e0L lumber (05 or 361)

wore hi ph school grP,4"?tr only, wlicrca6 the loLgesL group (45 or

277) of Green women had had at least some college experience

"one year or less." Eight per cent of the 319 women had done grad-

uate work; 19 of these 27 women were in the Green Hills group.

Most of the 69 women with undergraduate or graduate degrees were in

Lie Green Hills sample, All but one of the six graduate degrees

reported were in that group. The Green Hills group ieported twice

as many undergraduate degrees (42) as the St. Louis sample (21).

On the whole, the educational level of the rural women was somewhat

higher than that of the metropolitan group.

HOST RECENT FNROLLHENT IN SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

One third (106) of the total group had hc(n away from a

formal educational situation from 20 to 29 years. Eighty-eight
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(27.67.) had been away from 10 to 19 years, and 90 (287.) less than

10 years. For 10 women, it had been more than 40 years since th,"

had been formally enrolled in an edt ational institution; 25 had not

attended school for periods ranging from 30 to 39 years. The larg-

est number of St. Louis women (56) had hecn enrolled within the

last 10 years, whereas the largest number of Green Hills partici-

pants (62) had not attended for 20 to 2.9 years.

INFORMAL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

The questionnaire check-list of informal educational

experiences included: non-credit classes, television classes,

correspondence courses, organizational study groups, and a free-

response item. Respondents could check more than one item. Sixty-

five persons (20.4) checked none of the items; presumably, they had

participated in no such activities. Almost all of these non-

participants were under 50, with nearly half (32) in the 40 to 49

. bracket. lost of them represented tie lower educational levels,

10
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Three-quarters (48) of tho. reporting no informal educational

experience had not gone beyond the freshman year in college, and

of the 48, were high school graduates only. The remaining 254

women checked a total of 429 items. One hundred eighty-two had

attended non-credit classes, and 125 had participated in organiza-

tional study gro,2s. "Other" experiences ranged from participation

in a sensitivity training group to the Great Books discussion series.

Most often mentioned (14 times) were church-related training sessions,

usually for teachers and leaders. One woman had planned a reading

program for herself; others listed lecture series; another felt

that running the office for her husband had been an educational

experience.

Two-thirds of the St. Louis women had attended non-credit

courses, as compared with slightly less than half of the Green Hills

group. This probably reflects the wealth of educational opportunities

available in a metropolitan area, as contrasted with the relative



paucity of such offerings in a more rural setting. Almost flee sa::e

percentage (387, St. Louis; 407. Green Hills) of both groups had taken

advantage of organizational study groups.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Proportionately more of the Green. Hills w.nen were

employed at the time of the testing sesuion -- 447 as co;-pared with

39T, for the St. Louis group. This is probably related to the higher

average educational level of the rural women noted above, as sug-

gested by the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor: (1)

"There is a direct relationship between educational attainment and

their labor force participation. The more education a woman has

received, the greater the likelihood that she will be engaged in

paid employment." Forty-one percent of the total sample were cur-

rr!ntly working. Of the St. Louis women not employed at the tire of

the test, only 3 stated that they had never worked. The corre-

sponding Green Hills figure was 7. Of the total group. 309 (97)

1")
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had been employed at some time.

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

Ninety-one percent (289) of the entire group indicated

interest in continuing their education. One hundred seventy-three

actually checked the space beside the statement, "I am interested

in continuing my education "; 116 others, although leaving this

space blank, checked one or more of the reasons listed beneath the

statement. Preyimably they, too, were interested.

Respondents could check more than one reason for their

interest, and most of them did. Among the 102 women choosing only

one item from the list, "work toward a college degree" was the

response most frequently checked (40). Thirty-four gave "personal

enrichment" as their only reason. No one checked only "community

service," and only one woman wanted to study solely to "fill up her

time."

Turning to the 187 women vho gave more than one reason
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for wishing to contirie their educaticn, we find that "perF,knal

enrichment" was chosen 153 times, and "work toward a college degree,

times. The two job-related items were checked 134 times between

then: 62 women wished to advance in their employment, and 72 wanted

to prepare themselves for employment. Only 13 were seeking etftca-

tion in order to fill up their time, in addition to other reasons.

Analyzing educational plans as to age. the largest number

of women indicating interest in working toward a degree were in the

31 to 40 age bracket -- about the time that the youngest child has

started to school. This age group also included the largest number

desiring to prepare for a job and seeking personal enrichment. The

41 to 50 year category had the most respondents who checked "advance

in my employment" and "prepare for volunteer work." Although the

actual number was small, more women between 41 and 50 (the "empty-

nest" peric:1 were interested in filling up their tire than in any

other group.
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In terms of educational level, there were 1:

the total sample with two years or less of college who wt.r, se,H)

a degree than in any other category, HOW,VCr, amor.g the St. Lk.,u1:;

taus en, i-est degree-seekers were high school graduates only. TI.e

largest lr:1,ber of those wishing to prepare for a joh or &sirinc:

personal enrichment were the high school graduates. l.:ost

Hills respondents to both these ;.terns had had at least some college

work. The majority of those in the total group who wished to

advance in their employment wore in the high school bracket, but

the largest number of Green Hills women checking this item had done

at least some graduate work.

Tw2nLy-three women added their personal reasons for se,..-

ing more ed,..:,,ation. Ten gave reasons related to employment: three

wanted to help their children, and three wished to supplement tke

family income. A P-4-year-old high school graduate wanted to e

accepted in curtain groutIc which regnirc a for al cdetation": o
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Yo,Han of 51 desired "continued knowledge to serge ethers"; ri

(ir her 30's) would like to lea%e p;u3itiy

wo:Pen, three of whop are college graduates,

intellectual challenge of furtbcr cdricalion: I lie,'e 51

Institute of Life Tire Learaing. It's just Alai f1,1

old; graduate degre:.,.) "it's a personal challenge to s< c j i i a

still able to learn in a forpal sitiation." (College granite.

years old.) "1 enjoy learning; I need a spacific goal (Fla el

course)." (High school graduate, 42 years old.) "I as interested

in continuing my education at all tires." (College graduate, 45

years old.)

One hundred ninety-four (61 ) of the total groep

that they would like to enroll. in college -- 104 within ona or t.w.

years, 65 within five years; the rest %.:re either curreiLly carollel

or uncertain about their plans. F.eve ly-two per cent of th2 t.

lonis (whose oYer-all (211,ca'Ao,lal le;e1 was lower). pAted

G
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with 51% of the Green Hills group, wished to enroll. Most of the

5t. Louis women hoped to continue their education within one or two

years, whereas more than half of the Green Hills group checked

"within five years." These figures reflect comments made by the

rural women, both verbally and in writing, regarding the lack of

easily accessible college level instruction in their area. As a

Green Hills wDman of 40 remarked, "There are all kinds of educa-

tional programs available in the city. Why can't we have a little

something out here in the country?"

One hundred twenty-five women indicated that they were not

interested in pursuiug more education at this time. Almost two-

thirds (81) gave "home responsibilities" as a reason, with Green

Hills women (53) out-nuilbering Sc. louis women (28) almost two to

one on this item. No other item approached "hose responsibilities"

in frequency of choice; lack of confidence in ability, lack of money,

and lack of transportation were all mentioned much less frequently.
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In only fourteen cases did a woman state that her husband was not

in sympathy with her continued education. No one felt that it

would be too much work."

WILLINGNESS TO MEET

Ninety-seven per cent of the total group indicated willing-

ness to meet at a later date to discuss their reactions to CLEP and

to receive an interpretation of the group's test performance, as

well as individual records of their own scores.

Sessions for score interpretation were scheduled at three

different times in both the St. Louis and the Green Hills areas.

Participants had been told that attendance was necessary in order

to receive personal score reports. Seventy-five per cent of the

women attended these meetings, where visual aids were used to

explain group performaixe in terms of means, medians, percentiles,

and standard deviations. Each woman was then given an individual

report of her scores and had an opportunity to discuss its meAnin;;.
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Examination of the records of those who did not cole to

one of the interpi ion sessions revealed that the mean scores

for this 25Z were below the mean for the total group on all three

examinations. Judging from the comments of a number of participants,

some of these women may have felt that they did not do well on the

tests and were reluctant to have their fears confirmed. It should

be noted, however, that there were several individual scores of 500

or better in this group.

PROFILE SUMMARY

If one were to construct profiles of the typical St. Louis

woman and the typical Green Hills woman, a number of similarities

would be adparent. Both would be married and each would have 2.8

children, the youngest between 5 and 9 years old. Both have partici-

pated in informal educational experiences, probably some kind of a

non-credit class. Neither is currently employed, but both have

worked at some time. Both are interested in coitinuing their
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education, mainly for reasons of personal enrichment.

As to difference, th;., Creen Bill., wo7'.!an,

two years older than her meCropoiiL.in counterpart. She has had

some college experience (but no more than a year), while the typi-

cal St. Louis woman has not gone beyond high school. It has been

between 20 and 29 years since the Green Hills participant has been

forotally enrolled in school or college, while the St. Louis wo!min

has had that experience within the last ten years. While both wish

to continue their education, the metropolitan woman plans to enroll

within the next year or two, while the rural woman expects to wait

as much as five years to get hack to school. The greatest differ-

ences between the two appear in the area relating to educational

background and plans. Roth, however, have demanstrated interest in

the CLEP project and have surmaunted a variety of obstacles ani

inconveniences in ordev to participate.

20
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RESULTS

SELECTION OF EXAMINATIONS USED

Of the five CLEP Examinations (English, Social Scienee,

Natural Sciences, Humanities, and Mathematics), the first three

were selected for use in consultation with Dr. H. E. Mueller, Direc-

tor of Admissions at the University of Missouri - St. Louis. It

was felt that women would not be able to give the entire day

(approximately seven hours) that would be required for the actual

testing and the prelirinaries. If a woman could devote even half

a day to the project, she would be making a generous contribution

to this study. The English test was chosen as representing basic

skill and background necessary to college work. Social Sciences-

History was preferred to Humanities because of its possibly greater

potential in allowing the women to demonstrate what they had learned

through life experience and informal educational opportunities.

Because the Mathematics test see17.ed too threatening for rise in thi.



iltu:ltion, the Natural Sciences examinitio., was r,eIer ted

[ugli3h, ocial ',ciences, and c.ILtiral ,cit-,nces, it w ; talc, co:-L.ti--

tute a fairly representative cros-sc.ction of gencral e]l:catio

fields.

PE:1F0 ON FEE ENGLISH EXANTNATJW:

The results of College Level Examinatiorm are reported

the form of scaled scores. For the General Examinations, ray ,=.cores

(the number of correct answers minus the adjustment for glik.,ssin0

from the sophomore norms group were scaled to provide a distribution

of scores ranging from 200 to 800, with a moan of 500 and a standard

deviation of 100 for .hat group (2).

The ran scaled F4core I c the .7,19 en the FrilL-;b

e::Anination .was '62, 3S cClpared with a MOO!? of 506 for 1169 froAl-

ncn and 511 for 1207 :,ophemDrc r:2an for the yo7--

ignificantly than that for both freA7Ien and c.opholr.:,.,.

The score of 462 is roughly i.quival,AJ to the 3ird p!rc(,nti.c
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freshman women and the 29th percentile for sophomore. Scor(.:!. lor

the women ranged from 2T3 to 692, with a standard ch..viAtioa of 05

showift; the women to be somewhat more homgeneous in their test ncr-

formance than were the freshen, with a standard deviation of 105

or the sophomores with 98. Only en the English test did anyone

score as low as two standard deviations below the man. womn

placed just below the point of M-2 standard deviations. There 1.:a

almost no difference between the St. Louis and the Green Hills

means, which were 461 and 465, respectively.

PERFORMANCE ON THE NATURAL SCIENCES EXAMINATION

In general, the women's performance on the Natural Sci-

enccs Examination was the poorest of the three, although a few with

education or job experience in this field did outstandingly well

She man score for the total group of il9 wc,.s 409, tert:sentins:

approxiilittAy the 32nd p(rt-(=mtilc or freshmen and the 25th percen-

tile fel Ohe5e percL.ntilk- co7parisons rkiHy

2,i
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similar to those stated above for the Y:nglish lamination.)

means of 461 for 287 freshmen and 474 for 290 3ophomore:

nificantly higher. A standard deviation of 70 for womn anin

indicates greater homogeneity within this group, as c ,,ared with

95 for freshmen and 90 for sophomores. No score was lower than two

standard deviations below the mean, while eight ranged upward of

the I':+2 standard deviation mark. [Jae to the special circumstances

mentioned above, it was necessary to go to 5 standard deviations

above the mean in order to include the highest score, so that this

distribution gives a clear picture of positive skewness, The range

for the total group of 319 was 272 to 715. The mean for the St.

Louis group was 402, as compared with 415 for the Green Hills sam-

ple. The findings of this study suggest that this d4_fference, while

not significant, is probably related Co the higher cdueAtional kvel

noted for the rural 0-oup, t f the 21 green Hills wo7Qn who F.001.(1

500 or ahoy/ on Natural Scitnce, nil but ene h,d had e
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and of these were graduates. On th,:! St, Louis sample, wherc.

only 11 scored 500 or aLovc, all but or:e had had at LLast

college experience.)

PEFOR,IANCE ON fliE SOCIAL SCIENCES - HISTORY

Only 304 scores are available for the Social Scicnc(

H:xamination: One of the Green qills woman marked her answer sheet

inaccurately, and the 14 St, Louis women who could not stay for the

entire testing period missed this Examination. Scaled scut-es for

Lb. 304 women ranged from 289 to 687, with a mean of 451, as com-

pared with a mean of 463 for 277 freshmen and 481 for 297 sopho-

mores. The Social Sciences Examination is the only oae on which

the r..1:2an 'score for the wo7,:n does not differ significantly from

those for freshmen and sopho:-:orc';. A score of 451 is roughly equiv-

alt.nt to the A8th percentile for freshman 111.1 the 4Lst_ percentile

for !,ophoTH.)rc-. The 1-3-2J11 for the Green MIL; }:rump we; 439, while

tlu t. Loils waa averigcd 4()8, 3 .score points alove the freshman
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average. The difference between the means of the St. Louis aid

Green Hills groups may indicate that exposure to a metropolitan

environment provides greater opportunities for informal learning

in this field. The standard deviation for the women was 85, as

compared with 93 and 91 for the freshmen and sophomores, respec-

tively. Like that for Natural Sciences, t)is distribution -L; posi-

tively skewed: Thirteen women scored higher than two standard

deviations above the mean, while the lowest score is 8 score points

above the M-2 standard deviations point. Clearly, this area offered

the women their best chance to demonstrate the results of their in-

formal, non-traditional learning experiences.

SOME INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Certain examples of outstanding test performance are wor-

thy of special mention, since they reveal inter( tilw, infor-ttion

relative to the factors of age and tip -e-lapse since the lat Ior

educational e :.:perience. For cxa7i1 c, the four

26
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all from the Green Hills group, ranged in age from 69 to 73. il2aa

scores for these four on all three tests were well above the maas

for the other Green Hills women, and they exceeded the moans for the

entire group of 319 in English and in Natural Sciences. Although

three of the women had done graduate work, and two ;)f those 11.1(1

;!aster's degrees, the dates of their last formal education ranged

from 1927 to 1947, 20 to '40 years prior to the testing session.

The fourth mem)er of this group, who ecored above the means for the

Green Hills sample on all tests, and above the total group in Eng-

lish and Natural Sciences, had had no more than two years of college

and no formal education since 1923.

A group of ten women who had been away from formal educa-

tion for 40 years or more included four high school gradeatcs; a

wo-An with on,. year of college or less; Ivo with two years or less;

and throe cf7lice graduates, two of whom 'lave done postgraduate

WOO,- Seven of these wo.:'en scored above the total group mean :f
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462 in nglish; the average score for the ten was 482. Their

5core in ::ntural Sciences was 408, as compared with 411 for the

entire sample; five of the ten scored above 411, with a top score

of 478. In Social Sciences, the mean score for the ten was 465, 12

points above the mean (453) for the total group. Seven of the ten

scored above 453, with the high score of 589 made by a high school

graduate who reported no formal education since her high school

graduation in 1928. Statistical significance of these factors for

the total group of 319 women is reported below.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

CORRLLATIONS NONG 17 VARIABLES

Data were obtained concerning relationships between test

performance and such factors as age, educational background, employ-

status and Fotivation for taking the exx-linition . The follo-

ing variables were defined and inter-correlated to obtain Pearson

product-T-ent cornet tions:
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1. English Examination scaled score

2. Natural Sciences Examination - scaled score (total)

3. Social Sciences Examination - scaled score (total)

4. Age at nearest birthday

5. Number of children

6. Age of youngest child

7. Highest educational level completed

8. College degree, if any

9. Date of most recent enrollment in school or college

10. Informal educational experience

11. Type of informal educational experience

12. Employment status

13. Date of most recent employment

I;. Expressed interest in attending college

IS. Reasons for interest in attending college

16. Im7ediacy of plans for enrolling in college

J
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17. Reasons for lack of interest in attending college

A marked relationship (r=.58) appears between scaled

scores in English and Natural Sciences, as well as between scores

in English and Social Sciences (r=.61). A Pearson product-moment

correlation of .70 denotes substantial relationship between scaled

scores in Natural Sciences and Social Sciences.

Of particular interest in the context of this survey of

mature women is the fact that age has no relationship to the test

performance of these adults, who ranged in age from 25 to 73. The

Pearson product-moment correlation for age and English scores is

.11; for age and Natural Sciences scores, -.04; and for age and

Social Sciences scores, .00. This finding in itself is noteworthy

in view of the objections raised on many campuses to admitting ma-

ture students and in many businesses to e-11 oy;ng older women, lest

the institution "waste" tire, and resources on individuals of

"questionable" or unproven potential.

0
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Variables relating to family status and employment 'itatu;

show slight, if any, relationship to test scores. II e same true

of informal educational experience, reasons for interest in contin-

uing education, and plans for return to the classroom.

Pearson product-moment correlations for educational level

and test scores indicate substantial relationship only in Natural

Sciences (r=.42). Apparently, the participants in this study have

been able to use the incidental education provided by their non-

traditional educational experiences to greatest advantage on the

English and Social Sciences tests. In these fields, the changes

in content have been less swift and dramatic than in the Natural

Selene S.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

n ir.portant part of this study concerns the analysis of

variables operating in the group and the identification of specific

factors which appear to contribute significantly to the secces!fnl
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performance of the 319 women on the CLEP tests. Such information

should be especially helpful to college and university staffs in

the admission, counseling, and instruction of mature women, Indi-

vidual women themselves will benefit from these guidelines in terms

of assessing and understanding their own potential ability to handle

academic work after a period of absence from the formal classroom.

Only a few of the variables were significantly related to

test scores. F scores for the following variables show no signifi-

cant relationship: age, number of children, expressed interest in

continuing education, reasons for this interest, immediacy of plans

to enroll in college, and expressed reasons for lack of interest in

continuing education.

On the other hand, level of education and informal educa-

tional exp2rience were definitely related to the women's performance

on all three examinations. s to the English scores, each succeed-

ing level of education, after one year or less of college, s;lowcd

1).1
) or,
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significantly5 better performance, up to the group with postgraduate

work. Scopes for women with graduate study were significantly

butter than scores for women who had had up to three years of col-

lege, but there was no significant difference between graduates'

scores and those for college juniors and seniors. The mean score

for women with bachelor's degrees only was actually higher than the

mean score for those reporting postgraduate work, although the

difference was not significant.

The picture with regard to Natural Sciences scores was

similar; in general, test scores increased significantly with more

formal education. While women with one year or less of college did

not score significantly higher than high school graduates, those at

all other educational level did. Women at the two- and four-year

and postgraduate levels did significantly better than the one-year

students, and graduates and postgraduate students significantly out-

perfornid wo7..en at the jJnior level. Scores for woven at the

)
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three-5,03r level did not differ significantly from those at the

freshman and sophomore levels.

The same pattern prevailed in general in the area of tLe

Social Sciences. One-year and three-year college women did not

differ significantly from the high school graduates, but the other

educational levels did. Women reporting one year or less of college

were significantly out-performed by those at all succeeding levels.

Scores for those with four years of college were significantly

better than those at all lower levels. However, women with post-

graduate work out-performed only those at the high school and one-

year levels.

In su=ary, the formal educational level of the 319 women

was significantly related in most instances to their performance on

the three General Examinations, Notable exceptions are as follows:

There is no significant difference on any te.7t between scoL'cs of

those with one year or less of collee and those who are high school
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graduates only; or between scores of those with some postgraduate

work and those with four years of college.

Participation in some kind of informal or non-traditional

educational experience (e.g., non-credit course, correspondence

course, television course, or organizational study group) signifi-

cantly affected the scores of these women. The number of informal

educational experiences w,; important with regard to scores in

Tnglish and in the Social Sciences; those repotting more than one

type of informal education averaged significantly higher scores

than any group reporting only one kind of informal experience.

English zizores were the only ones related to employment

status. Scores for women who had never been employed were signifi-

cantly lower than for those either currently employed or those who

had worked at some previous time.

Recency of enrollment in school or college was important

only with respect to certain scotcs in ;;;Aeral sciences. Vvcn

3,5
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there, those no more than ten years away from a formal -,ducational

experience significantly out-performed only the group which was

last enrolled thirty to thirty-nine years ago. Recent rapid

changes and increase in knowledge in this field prob Ay account

for this fact.

Geographic location affected scores in Social Sciences;

the St. Louis women were significantly superior to the Green Hills

group on this test.

SUMARY

between September 1, 1967 and February 1, r68, the CLEP

General Examinations In English, Natural Sciences, and Social Sci-

ences were administered to 319
6

Xissouri women between the ages of

25 and 73, approximately half of whom were living in the metropoli-

tan St. Louis area and half in a nine-county rural area ("Green

Hills") in northern Nissouri. Participants were selected on the

hasis of previously expressed interest in programs in Continuing

8I)
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Education for Women sponsored by the University of Missoui. Exten-

sion Division.

The women's test performance was compared with normative

data published by the Educational Testing Service for freshman and

sophomore women college students. Normative data for the 315 women

are available in Oa? form of local percentile tables.

Personal data sheets completed by the women yielded infor-

mation on their age, family status, formal and informal educational

experiences, employment status, and motivation for further educa-

tion. from these data, seventeen variables were identified and

inter-correlated. Analysis of variance revealed which factors were

significantly related to successful performance on the examinations.

It was not possible L.) secure data in two areas which night

well have been significant in r.s.(,s,ing the test performance of thcsc

women: previous grades and gen..rnl intelligence. Further ivesti-

g:,tion might nveal useful predictive informatioh in these fill ..

:3 I
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Approximately 757 of the worsen attended port-eamination

sessions at which test results were explained and individual core

reports were distributed. At these meetings, participants were

encouraged to discuss their personal feelings and reactions to the

tests in general.

The following conclusions emerge from this study:

1. It is clearly demonstrated that chronological age has no

bearing on the ability of mature women to perforn well on

the three CLEP General Examinations used.

2. Recency of formal educational experience is significantly

related to the women's test perfc:rance only on the

Natural Sciences rxamination.

3. level of forrerl education is significantly related to 7,r-

forFance on all thtce examinations a finding, which

adds to the store of valility information for the General

fxaminations.

3
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4. Participation in a variety of non- traditional incacional

experiences significantly affects performance on all the

examinations.

5. Only scores on the English test are significantly related

to current or previous employment.

6. As a group, the women performed least well on the Natural

Sciences test, although the highest individual scores

were found in this arca. This can probably he attribute3

to socio-cultural patterns, educational level, and a re-

flection of the recent and rapid changes in the

of biological and physical sciences.

7. As a group, the women cost nearly approxLlated the nor: s

for fresIrlan and sophomore students in the Social Sci-

ences. The mean score for the urban women actually

exceeded the mean for freshmen by a few points, and their

performance was ignilicantly htter than that of the

3:U
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GreC Hills women. this aroa won id seem to offi.r tlm

women, in general, the best chance to der-low;trcif,... Iis

2dueaLio2,11 value of non-traditional learnin and 1'12

experience.

8. laereas the urban women excelled the ruaal group in

Social Sciences, the situation is just reversed on the

Natural Sciences Examination, although this difference

between the two groups is not statistically significant.

9. As judged by the standard deviations for the various

distributions, the women seem to be more homogeneous am;

a group than do the freshmen or the sophomores,

10. On the whole, the distributions for the women's scorns

tended to be positively skewed; for exx7ple, out of all

the scores recorded, only two English scores were lower

than two standard deviations below the mean, smile on

each of the three legtc !bon,

U
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scored higher than two standard deviations above the mean.

This study tends to reinforce a major stated purpose of

CLhP: to help colleges identify individuals who have achieved

beyond what one would normally expect on the basis of their formal

education.

The implications seem clear in terms of counseling mature

women with respect to continuing their education. Mature women

should not be discouraged from seeking further education or denied

admission to college on the grounds that age tends to lessen their

ability to perform well academically. These eaminations require

participants to demonstrate both knowledge and, in a sense, intel-

lectual orientation, and the results of this study show conclusively

that age is not a factor in the women's ability to v:rform well in

this kind of a situation. It is encouragitv, to note that so many

of the participants demonstrated a level of academic achievement

fr!? hcyond 'hat night ho (Apccttd in terns of their fors -al education

41
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and well above that of the "averago" coil undorclas. mu.

Nor should women be penalized in terra, of adri-sion roTi-

cies by the refusal to allow credit for courses taken several yarH

earlier. Only ii the field of science does recency of enrollment

h -e a hearing on ability to do well on these examination;. lo men

who have engaged in various kinds of informal, non-traditional edoco-

tional experiences have a significant advantage over those who have

not -- a factor which, though somewhat novel, might well be consid-

ered in connection with admission.

Certain subjective outcomes of this study have been of

great import ance in the lives of the participants themselves. ?lot

often mentioned by the women in interv5.ev group meetings, indi-

vidual conferences, and on personal data licels is the renewed

feeling of self-confidence that many experienced after completing

the examinations and attending the to..st interpretation sessions.

A number were scimulattd to enroll in eolhac ellsse; as a direct
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result of this experience, and those who received credit for their

Lest performance were understandably encouraged to pursue higher

education with greater determination than before. In this connec-

tion, as well as in relation to the statistical findings of this

survey, the implications for counselors of adults, college admis-

sions officers, and employers would seem to be far-reaching.

41
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1

Caldwell, Daviess, (.:rn.,(F.', Harrison, Linn, Livitn;stcm,

:lercer, and Sullivan.

itrookfield, Chillicothe, Gallatin, and 'Trenton.

3Northeast Nissonri State College (Kirksville), :orthvest

:.lissouri State College (Naryvill', and arkir College Warvvillm.

4.11 comparisons with CI1P data will refer In :',Cores r.a

h. woven only; henceforth, the ter.is "freshman" and "sophomore"

will refer to woen, unless otherwise specified.

Henceforth, use of the word "significant" in connic .'on

with analysis of variance will refer to the 5'/. level of confidence.

Several of the variables are also significant at the I level.

6
till 30'4 women took a(' social sciences

'1 ;
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ABSTRACT

Between September 1967 and February 1968, three of the

General Examinations of the College Level Examination Program were

administered to 319 Missouri women, aged 25-73, for the purpose of

comparing their test performance with that of regularly enrolled

freshman and sophomore college women, and of developing normative

data for adult women. Personal data provided several variables which

were analyzed to determine which ones were significantly related to

the women's test performance. An inportant conclusion is that age

not significantly related to satisfactory performance on any of

the three tests. Recency of formal enrollment in school or college

is significant at the 57: level only for the Natural Sciences test.

Participation in a variety of informal educational experiences sig-

nificantly affects performance on all the examinations. The social

Sciences-History test appears to offer women, in general, the best

chance to demonstrate the academic value of non-traditional learning

and life experience. These and other findings have important ipli-

_ations for counselors of adults, college admissions officers, and

cJployers of mature women.

LIFE ENTERIENCE HAS ACADEXIC VALUE
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